


Wondering if you’re suitable for at-home teeth 
straightening with a comfortable, clear aligner? 
Want to sort out your smile in the most convenient 
and cost-effective way possible? Millions of people 
worldwide are achieving the sensational smiles 
they’ve always wanted with virtually invisible 
plastic aligners. After all, wouldn’t everyone prefer 
to avoid a mouth full of metal?  

However, whether removable aligners can fix your 
orthodontic issue depends on the severity of your 
misalignment and the amount of movement your 
teeth need.  

At SmartSmileCo, we love helping our customers 
to crank up their confidence with a killer smile. 
And our at-home aligners can work wonders 
whether you have a minimal, moderate, or even a 
fairly severe orthodontic issue. But some complex 
cases simply demand more movement than a clear 
aligner can achieve.  
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The Main Orthodontic Issues 
Aligners Fix 
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SmartSmileCo removable aligners provide a fast, 
effective, and super discreet way to correct your smile. 
Do you have one of the dental malocclusion problems 
below? Then it’s likely our clear aligners will give you 
the glorious new grin you’ve always wanted.  

Can Clear Aligners 
Transform Your Smile?  

CROOKED TEETH 

Tired of covering up your crooked teeth? Sick of 
feeling you can never smile? If your teeth twist 
inwards or jut out, our virtually invisible aligners 
offer an excellent option for gradually moving 
your teeth into their ideal position. Get started 
and get ready to flash your sensational new smile.  
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GAPS IN TEETH 

Are your gappy teeth killing your confidence? 
Whether the gaps in your teeth are the result of 
previous treatment or a problem you’ve always 
had, our clear aligners can likely sort out your 
spacing issue. Provided your gaps aren’t extreme, 
SmartSmileCo aligners will slowly shift your 
teeth into the perfect position to close those 
confidence-killing gaps.  
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OVERCROWDED TEETH 

Are your teeth too close together? Do they 
overlap? Overcrowding is pretty common but 
comes with potential dental health problems. Not 
only causing you to feel a little self-conscious, 
overcrowded teeth can make cavity development 
much more likely and lead to teeth erosion over 
time. But worry not. Provided your overcrowding 
issue isn’t highly severe, our aligners can create 
that much-needed space in your mouth and 
straighten out your smile.  
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OVERBITE

Did you know that more than two-thirds of the 
population have an overbite? So, if your top teeth 
hang in front of your bottom teeth, you’re by 
no means alone. And good news! Provided your 
overbite isn’t too extreme, SmartSmileCo clear 
plastic aligners will gradually shift your teeth, 
giving you the ideal bite.  
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UNDERBITE 

Less common than an overbite, an underbite can 
cause speech issues and even problems when 
eating. Ready to rectify your misaligned teeth? 
While skeletal underbites will typically need to be 
corrected with surgery, less severe cases (usually 
dental underbites) can absolutely be fixed with 
our comfortable, clear aligners. So move those 
lower teeth back and make the most of your smile.  
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OPEN BITE

Having an open bite means your front teeth won’t 
come together and close. Are you having issues 
eating? Are you using your premolars or molars 
to bite? Or are you simply sick of your misaligned 
smile? Well, there’s a good chance we’ll be able to 
work with you to move your front and back teeth 
so they sit comfortably together. Goodbye gap 
and hello happier you.   



SmartSmileCo clear aligners work wonders on many 
dental malocclusion problems. But clear aligners 
can’t correct extremely complex orthodontic 
issues or cases where previous dental work means 
attaching the aligner simply isn’t possible.  

What Orthodontic Issues 
Won’t Clear Aligners Fix?  
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PREVIOUS DENTAL WORK  

Do you have veneers, implants, crowns, or 
bridges? If you do, the effectiveness of a clear 
aligner will potentially be limited. Depending on 
the position of your dental addition, a bridge, 
veneer, or crown can mean that a clear aligner 
simply won’t be able to attach sufficiently.  

Not sure if you’ll be suitable for a clear, at-home 
aligner? Start your free online consultation with a 
SmartSmileCo orthodontist today.  
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LARGE MOVEMENTS 

There’s a limit to the amount of movement a clear 
aligner can create. So, if you need more than 6mm 
of space closing per arch, whether that’s between 
two teeth or several teeth, you’ll need to consider 
traditional braces.  

Similarly, if you need to adjust the position of your 
teeth in your jawbone to correct your bite, there’s 
only so much raising and lowering an aligner can 
achieve. If you need more than limited intrusion 
and extrusion, you’ll need the help of a brace, 
which will exert more force.  

A clear aligner can successfully shift your midline 
either way by 2mm per arch. But should your 
midline movement need be more than this, you’ll 
need the exertion from a brace to achieve that 
symmetrical smile.
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LARGE ROTATIONS  

Does your overcrowded mouth need considerable 
tooth rotation? If it does, a clear aligner won’t be 
able to adjust your tooth position sufficiently.  

While a SmartSmileCo clear aligner can 
successfully rotate your molars up to 20 degrees 
and rotate incisors, premolars, and canines slightly 
more, should significant rotation be required, 
you’ll need the pulling power of a fixed brace.  

Likewise, if your teeth tilt over 45 degrees, a 
removable aligner won’t create the twist needed 
to transform your overcrowded teeth into an Insta-
worthy grin. 



An experienced orthodontist will review your 
case and plan your treatment 

You’ll get to see how our clear aligners will 
transform your smile with a true 3D plan 

Your treatment plan will be created and 
reviewed in a swift 3-4 days 

Once your treatment plan is approved, you 
can expect your SmartSmileCo delivery in 
just 10 days 

Your aligners will be made using SuperClear 
technology, giving you the most transparent 
and most comfortable aligners available  

All SmartSmileCo aligners use superior  
BPA-free plastics and are comfort sculpted, 
so they won't press on your gums. 
Absolutely no uncomfortable, problem-
causing straight-cut trim line as used by 
many other providers. Phew! 

Why Choose SmartSmileCo
     to Transform Your Smile?  
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BEFORE AFTER
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Fancy fixing your smile from 
the comfort of your own 
home? Want to wear the 
clearest and most comfortable 
aligners? Ready to skyrocket 
your self-confidence? Start 
your teeth straightening 
journey today by 
booking a free online 
consultation and 
find out if you’re 
suitable for our 
smile-transforming 
aligners. 

Straighten Your Teeth  
at Home with 



www.smartsmileco.com


